A List of Resources

1. رہبر: a teacher’s manual on alternative primary education
2. متبادل پرایمری تعلیم: Flip charts to initiate dialogue with children
3. آؤ لکھنا سیکھیں: a workbook to reinforce writing skills
4. پیچھے: a reader on the Convention on the Rights of Children
5. Urdu Alphabet Flash Cards
6. Learn Urdu: Playing Cards
7. Learn Urdu: Picture-word Game
8. Reading Manual: a teacher’s manual on reading in English
9. زراعت بماری زندگی پے: a teacher’s manual on organic vegetable cultivation
10. بماری صحت: a teacher’s manual on health education
11. Computer Literacy: Lesson plans on how to teach English and Microsoft Word simultaneously